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Abstract 
Our lab has developed the first Quadro-probe Electroantennogram (EAG) 
recording system that can simultaneously record insects' antennae EAG responses 
to odors from different insect species. A software package is being developed for 
analysis EAG responses recorded from Quadro-probe EAG recording system. This 
set up enables odor discrimination which can not ~ be achieved by using . EAG 
responses from a single species. I~ utilized the.~Quadro-probe EAG recording system 
to collect insects' antennae EAG responses to different odors from different_ insect 
species in order to test the performance of the developing ~ beta version. 
Improvements are being made to optimize its performance based on ~my feedback. 
The next step in~ my progress is to determine if the data set collected from one set of 
experiment with a given fixed distance between the probe preparation and the .odor 
source can be used to identify odor EAG responses recoded from different 
experiment set and/or from different distance. This is a meaningful approach since 
we need to be certain that the recognition produced by -the program is repeatable 
and can withstand the change of distance between the probe and the plume source. 
By using this software package, I was able to end evidence that EAG responses of 
certain odors recorded during one set of experiment can be used as a training set for 
the program to identify odor EAG responses recorded from different experiment sets 
and/or from different distances inside a wind tunnel. 
1 
Introduction 
At the beginning of the last century, scientists found through behavioral 
experiments that antennae appeared to ~be the main olfactory organs of insects. 
Schneider and Hecker (1956) developed the electroantennogram (EAG), which is 
the summed electrical response from the whole antenna; EAG could be recorded 
when the antenna was stimulated by appropriate violate compounds (Schneider and 
Hecker 1956). They showed that this olfactory function recording technique, and 
indeed, olfaction in insects, is made possible by arrays of innervated hair structures 
on .insect antennae called sensillum. 
The sensillum is the basic functional sensory unit in insect olfactory systems. 
A typical sensillum (Fig. 1) consists of bipolar olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), 
auxiliary (enveloping) cells, sensillum lymph, and cuticular elements. Typically there 
are two to five ORNs in one olfactory sensillum. Axons exiting sensilla bundle 
together in antenna) nerves leading toward the brain. Single olfactory axon does not 
have dedicated individual glial sheaths, but axons in the same bundle are usual) Y 
protected by a common glia cell (Stenbrecht 1969). For an individual ORN within an 
individual sensillum, the .cell body and the inner dendritic segment are protected by 
trichogen cells which provide in a glia like function. The outer dendritic segment of 
the ORN has the structure of a modified cilium, and is the only part of .ORN that is 
exposed to the sensillum lymph space. Insects have only one dend-rite per neuron, 
but these can be branched, increasing the odorant-receptive surface area. The outer 
dendritic segment membrane contains membrane-bound receptor molecules as well 
as ion channels. 
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of an. olfactory sensitlum. (adapted from Van der Pers, 1980). For the 
sake of clarity, only sensory cells (ORNs) are shown. auxiliary cells are omitted. 
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In order to prevent dehydration, insects cover the outermost layer of their 
cuticle with a waterproofing wax layer. However this presents a problem for the 
olfactory function of sensilla, because odorants must be allowed to traverse the 
cuticle to reach the dendrite. One feature that seems to solve this problem is the 
perforation of the cuticular hair-wall by numerous tiny pores (Steinbrecht 1997). 
These narrow pore channels are lipid containing tubules. Lipophilic odor molecules 
can traverse to the inside of the hair via the pore tubule which reaches into the 
lumen of the sensillum. 
Since the outer dendritic segment is exposed to the sensillum lymph, it is the 
only part of ORN that can directly encounter. odorants. Sensillum lymph is an 
aqueous matrix comprised of hydrophilic odorant binding proteins (OBP) (Pelosi and 
Maida 1995 review). Odorant binding proteins can be further divided into. pheromone 
binding proteins (PBPs) and general odorant binding proteins (GOBPs) (Vogt et al 
1990). Sensilla housing pheromone-sensitive ORNs express mostly PBPs 'and 
sensilla containing plant-odor-sensitive ORNs express mostly GOBPs (Laue et al. 
1994). The hypothesis of the OBP binding process is suggested as follows. OBPs 
bind with their ligands with limited selectivity, and the bonded complex can be 
delivered to a very odor-specific receptor on the outer dendritic membrane. Arrival of 
the odorant or the odorant-binding-protein complex activates the receptor. The 
complex is dissociated from the receptor after activation. Dissociated odor is 
degraded by specific enzyme group into inactive metabolites (Stengl et al 1999): 
Based on biochemical and electrophysiological experimental results, the common 
hypothesis of ORN potential generation is presented as the follows (Fig. 2). Either 
the odorant (ligand) or the OBP-ligand complex activates the odor specific receptor. 
This courses an increase in IP3 concentration in the interior of the dendrite. IP3-
dependent Cat+ channels in the outer dendritic membrane are subsequentially 
activated. This might induce the ORN potential to rise via Cat+ dependent opening of 
non-specific cation currents. The non-specific cation current also helps to produce a 
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prolonged rising phase of intracellular Cat+ which causes the opening of a Cat+
sensitive PKC. The PKC then actives a second type of non-specific cation channel 
which together with Cat+ influx eventually depolarizes the ORNs. 
cations 
Figure. 2. Schematic drawing of the hypothetical olfactory transduction cascade in insects, 
(Steinbrecht, 1999). The ligand (L) activates the receptor (R) coupled to a G-protein (Gq) and the 
activated G-protein regulates phospholipase Cf3 (PLCf3). PLCl3 metabolizes phosphatidylinositol-4,5-
bisphosphate (PIP2) to inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and diacyglycerol (DAG). DAG and IP3
activate ion channels (CH) via different pathways. 
The odorant-induced depolarization has a half life of about 1 second after 
the termination of pheromone stimulation. This rapid deactivation may be caused by 
a fast enzymatic degradation (Rybczynski et al. 1989). The decreased sensitivity of 
an ORN after previous stimulation also suggests that ORNs do have adaptation 
ability. Research has shown that this kind of adaptation in ORNs is probably 
mediated by cGMP since pheromone stimulation results in a delayed rise of cGMP 
concentration which can significantly reduce the pheromone dependent peak in IP3 
concentration (Boekhoff et al. 1993). 
When depolarization in an ORN reaches threshold level, action potentials 
are triggered in axons at or near the cell body. Summed potential changes from 
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large numbers of ORNs across the surface of the antenna can be recorded in the 
electroantennogram (EAG) (Fig. 3). EAG-recorded potentials generated by odor 
stimulations are graded and are direct reflections of receptor potentials across many 
of the ORNs. During EAG recording, one electrode (recording electrode) is 
connected to the distal end of the antenna where some of the antenna) terminal 
segments have been removed. The indifferent electrode is connected to the proximal 
end of the antenna if the antenna is extirpated from the head. In some other cases 
the antenna is not removed from the head, but the indifferent electrode is inserted 
into the head tissue. Both electrodes are connected to the amplifier. The amplified 
potentials are recorded on tape recorder or directly into computer. 
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Figure. 3. Schematic representation of the EAG method used to detect and identify biologically 
active compounds in odor samples (partially from Schiestl &Marion-Poll 2002). Odor samples are 
delivered through a stimulus delivery tube or sometimes a wind tunnel. Reactions from olfactory 
receptors in the insect antenna, i.e. differences in electric potential between the base and the tip of 
the antenna, are recorded with micro-electrodes and amplified. 
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As described above, one can end different olfactory receptor neurons 
(ORNs) that are narrowly tuned to their particular chemical compound spectrums. 
ORNs change their membrane potentials in response to outside volatile compounds. 
All these DC potential changes comprise to an overall response that can be 
recorded as an. EAG (Schneider, 1957; Roelofs and Come.a.u, 1971). Based on the 
discovery of the EAG, scientists later determined that the antenna from a single 
insect species can be used to keep track of sample air-borne pheromone plumes to 
which the ,selected EAG detector is tuned; hence, concentrations and plume 
structures of the air-borne odor can be analyzed based on EAG signals recorded. 
Those research results showed the potential of insect antenna to be used as 
biosensors for detection of certain agents in the target area (Baker and Haynes, 
1989; Sauer of al., 1992; Pers and Minks, 1998). 
Once released at its source, odor is carried by wind to form an odor plume.. As 
the plume travels downwind, it changes. Filaments can be stretched to become very 
thin, but concentration within the filaments can remain as high as when released 
from the source (because dilution occurs slowly via molecular diffusion relative to the 
high speed of mass transport by large-scale _turbulence, i.e. wind). A previous study 
(Baker and Haynes, 1989) showed that when the antennae are stimulated when in 
contacted by filaments in a plume in a wind tunnel or in the field, the antennae have 
the ability to generate two or three depolarizations per second. Traditional artificial 
sensors (electronic noses) use polymers to read atime-averaged mean response to 
an odor which obviously presents a~ disadvantage since ~it can not provide a quick 
response to peak concentration of certain odor like the insect antenna can do. An 
insect antenna, on the other hand, does have the ability to respond to the peak odor 
flux in individual filaments of transported odor plumes very quickly. We knew that if 
we .could successfully develop a biosensor array derived from insect antennae, 
undoubtedly it would be one of the most sensitive detection techniques for low 
concentration volatile odor compounds, due to its high speed, of response to 
changes in odor flux. 
All insect ORNs have selectivity. That is they will respond intensely and with the 
highest sensitivity to specific kinds of molecules. The odor to which one kind of ORN 
-exhibits the lowest. threshold is the one to which he ORN is tuned to: However, it is 
very difficult to discriminate an unknown compound's EAG responses from other 
compounds because the summed EAG potentials from the wide variety of 
differentially tuned ORNs across the antenna produce a very broadly tuned EAG 
whose depolarizations result from contact with a huge variety of compounds. Also, 
since the concentration. of a particular compound can .also .influence the EAGs of 
insect's antennae, EAG responses from a single antenna) type will . not be- able to 
provide sufficient information for odor discrimination purposes. Therefore it is not 
possible for a single antenna) type to be used alone as a biosensor to detect and 
locate the source of known odors in a target area. 
.In order to overcome this obstacle, our lab .has been working for years to 
develop an EAG biosensor array that utilizes several slightly differently (and broadly) 
tuned antennae from different species of insects. Since different insect species have 
somewhat different EAG responses when exposed to the same volatile compound, if 
all EAG responses were to be monitored simultaneously, we should be able to prove 
that the across-antenna)-array response pattern is sufficient to discriminate different 
odors, given the condition that the EAG monitoring system has the ability to be 
trained to recognize across-array response patterns. Again, given ,the fact that EAG 
depolarizations in response to a set of odorants within one species are similar and 
consistent, and usually are slightly different from other insect species' responses to 
the same odorant array, we hypothesized that the differences in simultaneous EAG 
responses across an array of species' antennae should provide sufficient information 
to discriminate a certain kind of odor. One concern, though, .was that past research 
showed that there will be variations in EAG overall responsiveness (amplitude) 
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among individuals of the same species (Park and Hardie, 1998). We needed to 
conduct experiments to make sure that the data collected from Quadro-probe 
experiment sets is suff cient to - identify odor EAG responses recorded by using 
antennae from different individuals of the same species. EAG responses from ~a 
single species have. been studied rather regularly through out the Class Insects in 
the past. Several publications in the past (Baker and ~ Haynes, 1989; Sauer et al., 
1992; Karg and Sauer, 1995;- Milli et al., 1997; Pers and Minks, 1998; Schutz et al., 
1999) have succeeded in measuring EAG responses to individual known volatile 
compounds in the field. However work from our- lab,_ to our knowledge, is the first to 
systematically monitor and examine antenna) EAG responses to pheromonal and 
non-pheromonal odorants collected simultaneously across different insect species 
and sometimes different sexes as well (Park et al., 2002). 
The Quadro-probe EAG recording system is equipped with four independent 
recording electrodes and a reference electrode, and .the excised antennae from four 
different species can be put onto khe four independent recording electrodes in order 
to discriminately and simultaneously record EAG responses across different species 
when exposed to the filaments within airborne odor plumes (Park et al., 2002). 
participated in research conducted , in our lab that showed that successful odor 
discrimination could be accomplished using the Quadro-probe system under lab 
conditions. The probe was placed in plumes in a wind tunnel and the different 
multiple EAG response patterns resulting from contact with the odor filaments in the 
plumes of a wide range of compounds (pheromonal and. non-pheromonal) were 
recorded and analyzed (Park and Baker, 2002).' Field tests during the summer also 
showed successful responses 'to odor plumes of different compounds from tens of 
meters away (K.C. Park, Y.Jiang, T.Baker et al., unpublished data). 
In the light of successful results delivered by the Quadro-probe system, our 
lab also engaged in developing a dedicated analysis software package that can be, 
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trained to , recognize EAG patterns when the Quadro-probe system responds to 
certain odor that we need to isolate ~ and pinpoint. Besides testing the newly 
developed Quadro-probe, my main effort in our lab was to help _develop the analysis 
software package and to see what modifications needed to be made for future real-
time tasks. I also ran tests to see whether a data set collected from one preparation 
could ~ provide information to discriminate the same odors in other trials that 
employed EAG responses from antennae from different individuals but of the same 
species-array. 
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Materials and methods 
Insects 
Adults (both sexes) of two insect species, Helicoverpa zea (Insecta: 
Lepidoptera: Noctuidae), and Trichoplusia ni (Insecta: Lepidoptera: Noctuidae), were 
used. The common name of T. ni is the cabbage looper (Figure. 4). The common 
name of H. zea is the bollworm or the corn earworm (Figure. 5). We used a rearing 
room with temperature and light-cycle controls within which colonies of the two moth 
species were maintained and cultured. Experiments were conducted using virgin 
moths of both species within three days after eclosion of the adult moths from pupae. 
Figure. 4. Adult cabbage looper, Trichoplusia ni. 
Figure. 5. Adult corn earworm, Helicoverpa zea 
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Chemical compounds , 
.Two compounds, cis-11-hexadecenal (Z11-16:AId) and cis-7- dodecenyl 
acetate (Z7-12:Ac) were used. Z11-16:AId (Molecular formula: C~6H300) is the major 
pheromone components of H. zea,. and Z7-12: Ac (Molecular formula: C14H2602) is 
the major pheromone component of T. ni. Both pheromone components can 
generate EAG responses- from the male antennae of each species used in my 
experiments, though usually the EAG responses will be stronger if recorded from 
conspecific male antennae that are more highly tuned to their own species' 
component. Neat samples of the two compounds were diluted into 10 or 100 fag/dal 
solutions in hexane. Filter papers cut into the size of 8 x 40 mm were impregnated 
with test solution to produce a loading of 10~ag of compound on the filter paper. Each 
filter paper was suspended near the upwind end of our 1 m, X' 1 m X 2.5 m wind.
tunnel (Fig. 6) to provide a steady pheromone plume that was exhausted from the 
room at the downwind end of the tunnel. A filter paper containing a mixture of 10~g 
(Z11-1.6:AId) plus 10 ~g (Z7-12:Ac) was also used to create a third odor emanating 
from the single filter paper point source, to be discriminated by the antenna) array in 
our experiments.. 
EAG responses recording across two insect species by using four channel 
Quadro-probe EAG recording 
EAG ,responses to the three odors (two pheromone components and the 
pheromone mixture) were recorded using the antennae of two moth species: H. zea 
and . T. ni. Given the fact that the Quadro-probe system and the .analysis software 
were both in their developing phase, we .decided to mainly use the differentially 
responsive male antennae of only two species to collect data and test-run data in the 
program in order to have a more fail-safe data set. Two of the recording electrodes 
(channels) were connected to excised male antennae of T. ni, and the other two to 
male antennae of H. zea. This way if one antenna failed, although it does not 
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happen often, we would .still have usable responses recorded from the remaining 
antenna of the same species. 
The Quadro-probe EAG recording system was .developed in collaboration with 
Syntech0 (The Netherlands). Each excised antennae was placed between the 
reference and the independent recording electrode of one of the four channels on 
the recording probe., In order to keep the excised antennae fresh and obtain good 
signal conduction, electro-conductive gel (Spectra 360, Parker Laboratories Inc., 
USA) was placed on the distal end of the antenna where part of the antenna terminal 
segment had been removed. The gel was also placed on the proximal end of the cut 
antenna. Excised antennae from the two species mentioned above usually lasted 
longer than 45 minutes, which provided a time window for recording EAG responses 
to different compounds. The four-channel portable Syntech0 amplifier unit was 
used to amplify and monitor the EAG signals received by each of the channels on 
the probe. The Quadro-probe headstage (Figure. 7) is connected with a headstage 
pre-amplifier which can condition and amplify EAG signals before sending them into 
the main amplifier mentioned. above. A modified .(Vetter Co. Inc., USA) SONY VHS 
recorder w.as Used as afour-channel FM magnetic tape data storage unit. Software 
designed for four-channel EAG recording analysis (Syntech0, The Netherlands) was 
used to convert the analog signals stored on tapes into digital files (ASCII tee files). 
Figure 6. Schematic representation of Wind tunnel 
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Figure 7. Quadro-probe stage (left) Headstage pre-amplifier (upper right) Main amplifier (lower 
right). (Park and Baker, 2002) 
EAG signal analysis software. 
The program was developed in conjunction with Dr. John R. Hetling 
(Department of Bioengineering, UIC). The program uses aforced-choice, nearest-
neighbor algorithm that can be trained using pre-recorded standard EAG responses 
of target odors' data files to recognize the response pattern. The overall goal in the 
development of this olfactory biosensor is for it to work in real time to discriminate 
odors when the probe is placed in them. The trained program would be able to to 
recognize target odors in real time using EAG responses provided by the Quadro-
probe. Besides testing the newly developed Quadro-probe, one of my main efforts in 
our lab was to help develop the analysis software package and test it to see what 
modifications needed to be made in order to prepare the software for its real time 
tasks in the future. The original program that I worked with was developed on a 
Labview developing platform (National Instruments). LabVIEW is a graphical 
development environment for rapidly creating flexible and scalable test, 
measurement, and control applications. Labview runtime engine, a labview compile 
tool, is needed before attempting to run this program. Explanation of the 
mathematical theory and functional algorithm design which I integrated into the 
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program described below is provided by Dr. John R. Hetling's lab. A program main 
interface sample is shown in figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Program interface print out. 
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In order to load a file to train the set and test unknown files, one must first 
click on the "select files" button. This will active a pop up pop up window as shown in 
figure 9. 
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Figure. 9. File selection interface print out 
Training files with EAG responses to known odors need to be loaded along 
with an assigned associate number (positive integers). Data files with EAG 
responses for the same odor are to be assigned with the same associate number. 
Different odors' characteristic signal files can be assigned to the program with 
different associated number (value > = 0). A collection of EAG data files for known 
odors) will be called a "training set". One goal of future iterations of the program is 
that after training, the program will be able to declare "unknown" odor in addition to 
various target odors it has been trained to recognize. The version of the algorithm 
that I helped improve did not have this capability because of its `forced choice, 
nearest-neighbor' design. EAG data files containing "novel" odor responses are 
associated with the value "-1 ", which tells the program to not associate these files 
with any specific odor. The value of the index in the upper left hand corner of the file 
list can be changed in order to load or view more files. One file can be added or 
removed at a time using the "Add File" and "Remove File" buttons. The entire set of 
data files can be saved as a file list by clicking the "Save File List" button. Later the 
file list can be recalled by clicking the "Load File List" button. Once the file selection 
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.is completed, one presses "done" to close the dialog box. The program will return to 
its main interface as shown in figure 8. 
In the main interface, "Analyze" is pressed to begin analyzing the data. The 
"Analyzing Files" LED will turn green until the analysis is done. Screen display can 
then be copied and pasted by options. 
Listed below are the terms displayed in the main interface. and a briefi 
explanations for each term. 
"Common Peak Range": This is the range within which peaks occurring in 
separate traces are considered part of the same event. -The program automatically 
aligns each trace with an autocorrelation function before applying this range function. 
12 is the default setting. 
"Minimum Peak Size": This is the minimum peak to nearest preceding trough 
value that is considered a "peak" in each separate tracing of each EAG 
depolarization, with each depolarization being called an `event'. The default value is 
100 (0.1 mv} . 
"Minimum Peak per Event": This is the value that the amplitude of the largest 
EAG peak on the four channels needs to exceed at a particular time for an event to 
be declared as having occurred. In other words, the largest EAG peak of the four 
traces must be bigger than this value for an event to be declared as having occurred 
at that time location. 
"Upper .Freq" This is a lowpass ~Iter is applied to the data to remove high 
frequency noise. The impulse response of this filter is a double exponential, whose 
frequency response is:~ 
H(~w) 
_ ~2 
c 
~2 _ ~2 
c 
wherew~ (rad/s) corresponds to "upper freq", which is in Hertz. 
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"Lower Freq" :This is a highpass filter is applied to the data to remove low 
frequency drift. The transfer function is: 
2 
Cv 
H cv = 
J 2 2 
~ ~ — ~~ 
where w ~ (rad/s) corresponds to "lower freq", which is in Hertz. 
"Analysis output" :This is a graph displaying three types of data for one file, 
and is only set up to work with four traces. The original traces are shown in four 
colors: black, red, green and blue. These are offsets in the negative direction for 
each trace respectively so that they can be separated on the same graph. ~ The 
impulses (dots on top of lines) show the locations and sizes of the peak locations 
found by the .program, before they have been processed as events (i.e. usin g 
minimum peak size). Colors correspond to those of the traces. The third type of 
data is the classification of each point, shown as brown squares above the impulses. 
A value of 20000 indicates that the event was classified as odor 0, =(which was set up 
in the file list) 30000 indicates odor ~1 and 40000 indicates odor 2 and so on. Not 
every peak has an associated brown classification square. This is due to the 
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"minimum peak per event" threshold explained above. The x or y limits can be 
changed by typing numbers at the x and y extremes to zoom in~on data. 
"Select datable to view": This is a slide control that can be used to select 
which file would be displayed in the analysis output graph. ~ The analysis output is 
the name of the file being currently viewed. To the right, the actual number, 
corresponding to the number of the file in the ale list, is displayed 
"A vs. B": This is a scatter plot which can be used to view data of two traces 
from multiple files. The data is the .peak data of coincident, significant events for two . , . 
traces, specified in the trace A and trace B boxes. The palette in the lower left 
corner allows control over autoscaling on the x and y axes, as well as other 
functions, such as log scaling, zooming panning etc. 
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"Multiple plots": This has been set up to handle data from a maximum of 12 
files. The value here is an offset into the .file list. Number to plot indicates the 
maximum number of available to plot, which can be changed to limit or extend which 
files. to view.. So for instance, if "plot range from" is 10, and "number to plot" is 5, and 
"multiple plots" is on, then the files displayed will be 10 = 15, with colors indicated on . ~ 
the legend, where 10 would correspond to (black circles). But if one wants to view 
just one, then "multiple plots" must be set to off, and the "single plot offset select" 
used to select ale 10 ,11, 12, 13, 14 or 15 individually. The default values when the 
program is started enables viewing of files 0 —11 on traces 0 vs. 1 simultaneously. 
w
"Event Locations" This will displays the raw event data. The numbers on the 
upper left can be used to move through the data. 
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Experimental Design 
There were several goals to this study. First, I wanted to optimize the threshold 
settings, frequency settings, and other parameters for the particular odor plume 
dynamics of our wind tunnel. Second, I wanted to test whether training the system to 
an odorant at one distance from the source would be transferable to the plume 
structure ate other distances from the source. In other words, is the odor recognition 
capability of this system dependent upon distance related differences in plume 
filament shape and flux, or is it dependent only upon odor quality of the filaments 
regardless of~ shape? In addressing this goal, asub-objective of learning about the 
effects of the age of the antenna) preparation on discrimination accuracy -might also 
be achieved; the excised antennae could be expected to decline in responsiveness 
over the course of moving the probe around to different distances from the source. A 
fourth goal was to test to see whether one trained data set using one set of 
antennae during one replicate could be used with similar accuracy in other data sets 
gathered during replicates performed using different antennae but the same species 
array. Finally, I wanted to determine. the degree of mixing of the filaments of odor 
generated from two separate ~ point sources spaced 10 cm apart, creating two 
separate but, in atime-averaged sense, confluent, plumes 
Experimental protocol in wind tunnel studies. 
Filter papers cut into the size of 8 x 40 mm were impregnated with test solutions 
containing 10pg of the three odors: Z11-16:AId, Z7-12:Ac, and the blend of the two 
compounds on the same filter paper. These odor~sources were then used to produce 
odor plumes in our 1 m X 1 m X 2.5 m wind tunnel. A constant winds eed of 30cm/s p 
was maintained inside the wind tunnel (figure. 6). The filter papers were suspended 
50 cm above the tunnel floor and 30 cm from the upwind end of the tunnel. The initial 
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position of the Quadro-probe antenna) preparation during each replicate was in the 
plume in the middle of the tunnel at a distance of 1.5 m from the ~Iter paper source. 
Recordings were made for .120 sec each, using the first, the second, then the blend 
(the third) odor sources. After recording, the filter paper containing the pheromone 
was removed from the wind tunnel. At least sixty seconds of clean air was allowed 
between odors, to give the system a chance to re-acclimate ~ before a new odor 
source was introduced and the preparation exposed to its odor plume. 
Following presentation of the single point sources and clean air acclimation 
period, the first two odor sources were suspended 5 cm beside each other at the 
upwind end to ,gather confluent plume filament mixing data. These `separate source' 
situations consisted of two different orientations of the filter paper for different 
possible degrees of plume-(lament mixing. Orientation 1 consisted of the two 
dispensers located 5 cm beside each other and the papers oriented parallel to 
(edge-on to) the wind. Orientation 2 consisted of the same two papers located 5 cm 
beside each other- with each paper oriented perpendicular to (flat side facing) the 
wind. 
Following completion of recording all these odor source situations at 1.5 m 
. downwind, the Quadro-probe antenna) preparation was then moved to a position 1.0 
meters downwind, and the above odor plume treatments repeated. Finally, the 
antenna) preparation was moved to a position 0.5 m downwind of the odor source 
and the .odor treatment rotations performed again, to create a complete replicate 
during a single recording period using a single antenna) preparation. 
After repeated practicing, three such successful replicates. were recorded during 
this study over a period of several days. New ~Iter paper odor sources were 
prepared at the beginning of each replicate, using the stock solutions. Typically a 
successful preparation can last up to one hour on the Quadro-probe. Out of the three 
recorded replicates, the first two replicates ran the full course of recording, without 
k 
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any problem. The third one delivered stable results for the first 45 minutes then 
signal from one of the antenna started to fluctuate, therefore only the data recorded 
from the first 45 minutes of this trail was used. 
Field experiments were conducted ~ at~ rural area (Iowa state university property). 
We used relatively larger amount of stimuli in order to counteract the faster and 
unstable wind in the field. Odor sources were placed at least 5 .meters away from the 
Quadro-probe sensor, and then gradually moved to 10 meters and 20 meters to test 
the influence of distance change between the probe array and the odor sources. 
Wind speed was within 2~5 m/s and temperature was .25°C. 
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Results 
Objective 1. Optimizing the settings parameters to minimize false positives. 
Accuracy of odor identification in the training sets. 
One of the main issues in improving the performance of this program was to 
minimize the occurrence of `false positives' in the identification routine of the 
algorifihm. In false positives, the program might sometimes report a depolarization 
event as one kind of odor although there was actually another odor that was 
recorded on the data set. This was more frequent when a mixture of Z11-16: Ald and 
Z7-12:Ac was placed on a single piece of ~Iter~ paper, even though the system had 
been trained to this blend as a third odor. There were also other glitches in the 
program that I found. For example, the total number of events, listed in the lower right 
table of this program's main interface was always short by 1, and also there was 
always a false positive event considered to be-the Ald at the beginning of every ale. 
However these are-all direct program bugs that can be fixed in~ a. rather simple and 
straight-forward matter. One short-coming of this version that f found was that the 
resulting data could not be exported. In order to collect data for further analysis, l 
had to manually count the results displayed on screen. However, this will also be a 
simple fix that will~be made in future versions of the program. 
The first thing I determined is the optimal program parameters setting for each 
wind tunnel training set as listed below 
Common Peak Range: 10 
Minimum Peak size: 90 
Upper freq: 55 Hz 
Lower freq : 7.4 Hz 
Common peak range and .minimum peak value do not affect the outcome as 
much as the other two ~ parameters do. Whenever the upper frequency or lower 
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frequency changed more than 15% from optimal setting, the percentage of correct 
recognition starts to drop or total events account decreases compare to my manually ° 
. counted results. For example (figure. 10), the output on one file at 55 Hz upper 
frequency has only two false positive points: However when the upper frequency 
goes up to 75 Hz, the false positive points went up to six: The optimal setting listed 
above was used through out my~ entire data analysis using this software package. 
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Figure. 10. Output of one .data file been processed at different upper frequency. The upper 
graph shows output with upper frequency set at 55Hz and the lower graph -shows output with upper 
frequency set at 75Hz. 
During training, the program will establish response pattern for each kind of 
odor. However this does not. mean that each training file will have 100% correct 
recognition rate. There still may be false positive events in each training data file. For 
example, the graph in Figure 10 is actually the output of a~training set file, and as 
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you can see, as good as the overall recognition performance was, there were still 
several false positive events. At 150 cm (Table 1) and 100 cm (Table 2), optimal 
training sets got better than 90% (sometimes 100%) positive recognitions. At 50 cm 
(Table 3), training set reported 100% positive recognitions on two odors (Z11-16: 
Ald and mixture pheromones) but fall below 80% on the third (Z7-72: Ac). Result 
images from all 9 training files can be found in appendix A. 
Table 1. Correct recognition percentages of training set at 150cm (All events are 
manually counted as well as events counts listed in all tables) 
Training data at 
150 cm distance 
Number of events 
counted ~ 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: ald 113 96.5% 
Z7-12: Ac 126 100% 
Mixture 135 ~ ~ 90.3% 
Table 2. Correct recognition percentages of training set at 100cm 
Training data at 
100 cm distance 
Number of events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16 : Ald 80 93.8% 
Z7-12: Ac 79 100% 
Mixture 100 ~ 90% 
Table 3. Recognition percentages of training set at 50cm 
Training data at 
50 cm distance 
Number of events 
counted 
Percentage ~ of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald 161 71.4% 
Z7-12: Ac 52 ~ 100% 
Mixture 145 100% 
Long data section. from the same distance (more than 60 seconds each) was 
i
picked as "unknown" to test the training set. .For. example I added long data section 
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from 150 cm into 150 cm training set to-see how the correct recognition percentage 
is. The result is very close to the initial training set results. At 150 cm (Table 4) and 
100 cm (Table 5), "unknown" data set- got better than 87% (most of the time > 90%) 
positive recognitions. At 50 cm (Table 6), "unknown" data set received >97% (211-
16 ald and mixture pheromones) positive recognitions on two odors but fall below 
80% on the third (Z7-12 AC). 
Table 4. Correct recognition percentages of training set at 150cm against randomly 
selected data from same distance. 
Training data at 150 cm 
distance 
Number of events counted Percentage ~ of events 
successfully recognized. 
211-16: Ald 127 94.5% 
Z7-12: Ac 116 ~ ~ 100% 
Mixture 135 92.6 
Table 5. Correct recognition percentages of training -set at 100cm against randomly 
selected data from same distance. 
Training data at 100 cm 
distance 
Number of ~ events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z 11-16: Ald 87 93.1 
Z7-12: Ac ~ ~ 114 100% 
Mixture 79 87% 
Table 6. ~ Correct recognition percentages of training set at 50cm against randomly 
selected data from same distance. 
Training data at 50 cm 
distance o 
Number of events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
211-16: Ald 138 74.6% 
Z7-12: Ac 49 98% 
Mixture 188 97.8% 
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Objective 2. Testing the accuracy of using a training set taken at one distance to 
identify odors at a different distance. 
The second set of analyses I performed was to use training set from one 
distance against a randomly picked data set from another distance. This is the main 
subject of~ this serial of experiment. I want to see if trained program using EAG 
responses data collected from one fixed distance between the probe and the odor 
source can be used to recognize EAG response data collected from different 
distances _and different time periods but from the same set of antennae preparation. 
Test results listed through table 7 to 11. Since 150 cm, 100 cm, 50 cm training data 
were collected during the beginning, middle and end of my experiment respectively, 
if the time does have significant influence on the EAG data, its effect~should show up 
during . my ~ test on the program as a negative influence on correct _recognition 
percentage. 
Table 7. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 150 cm as training set 
against randomly selected data from 100 cm: 
Training data at 150 cm 
distance ~ 
Number of events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald at 100 cm 47 100% 
Z7-12: Ac at 100 cm 44 100% 
Mixture at 100 cm 35 82.8% 
Table 8. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 150 cm as training set 
against randomly selected data from 50 cm. 
Training data at 150 cm 
distance ~ 
Number 
counted ~ 
of events Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald at 50 cm 52 ~ 92% 
Z7-12: Ac at 50 cm 50 100% 
Mixture at 50 cm 39 ~ 71.8% 
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Table 9. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 100 cm as training set 
against randomly selected data from 150 cm. 
Training data at 100 cm 
distance 
Number of events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald at 150 cm 37 93.8% e 
Z7-12: Ac at 150 cm 41 100% 
Mixture at 150 cm 45 78.6% 
Table 10. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 100 cm as training set 
against randomly selected data from 50 cm. 
Training data at 100 cm 
distance ~ 
Number of events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald at 50 cm 52 61.5% 
Z7-12: Ac at 50 cm 45 100%~ 
Mixture at 50 cm 39 81.5% 
Table 11. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 50 cm as training set 
against randomly selected data from 150 cm. 
Training data at 50 cm 
distance 
Number of . events 
counted 
Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald. at 150 cm 31 71 
Z7-12: Ac at 150 cm 33 100% 
Mixture at 150 cm 16 100% 
The result shows that the trained program using data from 150 cm, which 
was collected in the. beginning of the experiment, has a good correct recognition 
percentage on data sets from both 100 cm (table. 7) and 50 cm (table. 8). Similar 
recognition performance can be seen if the training set was from 100 cm (table. 9 
and 10). If use data set from 50 cm, the result falls a little behind by giving out only 
acceptable correct recognition percentages on data from 150 cm (table. 11). Test 
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was also performed for 100 cm data using 50 cm data as training set. Result shows 
very good recognition rate for Z7-12: Ac and Mixture data at 100 cm (>=97%), but 
not acceptable for Z11-16: Ald data at 100 cm. (<50%). 
The above result does provide evidence suggesting that within a 4560. 
minutes window should have limited effect on the EAG data pattern since program 
trained by using data set at 150 cm has excellent correct recognition percentage for 
data from both 100cm and 50 cm distances. 
Objective 3. Testing the odor identification accuracy when using data from one 
antenna) preparation for training .against data from a ~ different preparation but using 
the same species-array. 
The next step in my progress was to determine whether the training sets from 
one series of experiments can be used to successfully identify odors recorded during 
different replicates as well .as from different distances. 
The test setup was exactly the same as the previous experiment that 
described above. Data from two new replicates (No.1 and No.2) were used to 
perform the tests. 
For the new series No.1 with data from 150 cm and 100 cm, the training sets 
got better than 95% (sometimes 100%) positive recognition for "unknown" data from 
1,50. cm and 100 cm respectively. At 50 cm, the training set reported better than 95% 
(sometimes 100%) positive recognition on two kinds of pheromone components, 
(Z11-16: Ald and Z7-12: Ac); however, positive recognition fell to near) 80% to the Y 
third odor tested, the mixture of the two components. 
For the new series No.2 of the same three odors and same. array of antennae 
but from different moths, with the data from150 cm the training sets achieved better 
than 95%.(sometimes 100%) positive recognition for "unknown" data from 150 cm. 
For data from 100 cm, the training set reported better than 95% (sometimes 100%} 
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positive recognition on the two pheromone components (Z11-16: Ald and Z7-12: Ac). 
Again, the positive recognition fell below 80% on _the mixture. During recording at 50 
cm distance, the antenna) array started to get unstable and so I aborted the 
experiment. 
I then tested to see if my experimental design could produce data that can be 
used as training set to identify "unknown" odors from different trials. Training sets 
from each of the two series above were tested against randomly picked data sets 
from the previous trials at ~ the same distances (for example the new 150 cm training 
data vs. old 150 cm data chosen randomly from previous experiment). The results 
show that training sets obtained from new experiments using the same species array 
of antennae can recognize data from previous experiments at the same recording 
distance with great accuracy almost every time. This accuracy is similar to that which 
occurs when the test series is performed using the training sets obtained from the 
same antenna) preparation..The following tables are manually counted results from 
new serial 1 data as an example. 
Table 12. Correct recognition percentages using data set at .150 cm of new serial 
No.1 as training set against randomly selected data from 150 cm of the original 
serial. 
Training data of new serial 
No~.1 at 150cm distance 
Number 
counted 
of 
n 
events Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: ~Ald at 150 cm 48 ~ 94% 
Z7-12: Ac~ at 150 cm 34 ~ ~ 100% 
Mixture at 150 cm 
a 
35 96.8% 
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Table ~13. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 100 cm ofi new serial 
No.1 as training set against randomly selected data from 1.00 cm of the original.
serial. 
Training data of new serial 
No.1 at 100cm distance 
Number 
counted 
of events Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald at 100 cm 48 ~ 100% 
Z7-12: Ac at 100 cm 47 89.3% 
Mixture at 100 cm ~ 56 98% 
Table 14. Correct recognition percentages using data set at 50 cm of new serial 
No.1 as training set against randomly selected data from 50 cm of the original serial. 
Training data of new serial 
No.1 at 50cm distance 
Number 
counted 
of events Percentage of events 
successfully recognized. 
Z11-16: Ald~ at 50 cm 50 98% 
Z7-12: Ac at 50 cm ~ 61 93% 
Mixture at 50 cm 55 78% 
The following figures are print outs of the program illustrating these results. 
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series Z7-12 : Ac at 150 cm distance. 
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Figure 13. New series No.1 pheromone component mixture training set at 1°50cm against random 
data set from original series component mixture at 150 °cm distance. 
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Figure 14. New series No.1 Z11-16:AId training set at 100cm against random data set from original 
series Z11-16: Ald at 100 cm distance. 
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Figure 15. New series No.1 Z7-12:Ac training set at 100cm against random data set from original 
series Z7-12 : Ac at 100 cm distance. 
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Figure 16. New series No.1 pheromone component mixture training set at 100cm against random 
data set from original series component mixture at 100 cm distance. 
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Figure 17. New~series No.1 Z11-16:AId training set at 50cm against random data set from original 
series Z11=16 : Ald at 50 cm distance. 
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Figure 18. New series No.1 Z7-12:Ac training set at 50cm against random data set from original 
series Z7-12 : Ac at 50 cm distance. 
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Figure 19. New series No.1 pheromone component mixture training set at 50cm against random data 
set from original series component mixture at 50 cm distance. 
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Figure 20. New series No.2 Z11-16:AId training set at 150cm against random data set from original 
series of Z11-16 : Ald at 150 cm distance. 
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Figure 2.1. New series No.2 Z7-12:Ac training set at 150cm against random data set from original 
series Z7-12 : Ac at 150 cm distance: 
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Figure 22. New series No.2 pheromone component mixture training set at 150cm against random 
data set from original series component mixture at 150 cm distance. 
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Figure 23. New series No.2 Z11-16:AId training set at 100cm against random data set from original 
series of Z11-16 : Ald at 100 cm distance. 
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Figure 24. New series N~o.2 Z7-12:Ac training set at 100cm against random data set from original 
series Z7-12 : Ac at 100 cm distance. 
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Figure 25. New series No.2 pheromone component mixture training set at 100cm against random 
-data set from original series component mixture at 100 cm distance. 
Objective 4. Testing the degree to which confluent plumes emanating from two 
different point sources create odor strands, that are perfectly mixed. . 
What the insect antenna-based biosensor provides is the unprecedented 
ability to discriminate incompletely mixed strands of odors emanating from finro or 
J 
more different point sources. My results show that because of the quadro-probe's 
fast response time, the strands of incompletely mixed odors arriving several times 
per second over the probe can be sorted out into `odor 1' `odor 2' and `mixture'. 
Surprisingly, only a relatively small percentage of strands from two confluent plumes 
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in our wind tunnel arrived close enough in time that the system declared them to be 
`mixture' (figure. 26). Thus, my results show that two conf(u~nt plumes that appear to 
be perfectly mixed on atime-averaged basis, are in fact quite incompletely mixed 
when examined at the fast sampling firequency provided by the insect antenna) `flux= 
detector' tissue. 
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Figure 26. Discriminate incompletely mixed strands of odors emanating from two point sources. 
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Discussion 
have been involved in validating the performance of the quadro-probe 
system, especially with regard to improving the algorithm used in signal analysis part 
of the system. My first task involved running the program to try to locate as many 
glitches as possible within a list of given data so that the program could be improved. 
One of the main issues here is the occurrence of false positives in odor strand 
identification. This means documenting how often the initial version of the program 
reports an event as coming from one kind` of odor when there was actually a different 
odor that was presented to the antenna) array. I .found that false positives occur most 
commonly under one main situation: the background (noise) oscillation of the 
baseline level sometimes can be mistakenly recognized as an event by the program. 
In these instances, according to my analysis of these Acetate, Aldehyde, and 
Mixture data sets, these background wobbles are usually falsely marked as either 
"Ac" or "Ald", and not "mixture". This main problem can potentially be eliminated by 
simply increasing the minimum threshold amplitudes of EAG ,depolarizations that the 
program considers to be an event. The tradeoff will be that some true EAG 
responses with relatively small amplitudes may also be ignored. The real resolution 
would be to have the program include analysis functions that would be able to detect 
the difference between ~a baseline noise oscillation and a real EAG depolarization 
event. This may be difficult but necessary since data results almost always have 
base line level changes during the course of the recording. After my test runs of the 
program, feedback was given and improvement was being made by trying to 
incorporate a `slope of onset' threshold function. At the time of these .initial validation 
experiments I performed, I believe trained eyes so.far were still able to produce 
better results than the algorithm; however human response will never be fast enou h g 
to produce REAL-TIME results like the program can now do (A. Myrick and J. Hetling, 
personal communication). 
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During test phase of the program, .one main accomplishment that I performed 
was to determine that the training set collected with the probe placed at a given fixed 
distance from the odor source can in fact be used to correctly identify odors from 
different experimental data sets and/or from different distances from within the same 
experimental replicate. These results are important in showing how robust the 
antenna) biosensor and signal recognition algorithm is for certain defined odors. I 
showed that the recognition of strands produced by the program is repeatable and is 
not dependent on any plume structure differences that might exist at different 
distances. between the probe and the. odor source. In addition, my experiments have 
indicated that it~ is possible for the program to make highly accurate odor quality 
declarations if adequate training data sets are developed at the outset of running the 
program. The training sets can be used to identify odor EAG response recorded from 
different experiment sets and/or from different distances inside a wind tunnel as 
accurately as if they were run from within the same experimental replicate or at the 
same distance used for training as with testing. These are major positive 
developments for the Quadro-probe biosensor development project because this 
provides evidence that EAG response patterns are indeed relatively stable for the 
same kind of odor even if the distance or the time elapsed during recording are 
different from each other, as long as we use an antenna) array of. the same 
experimental species. Even if our current antennae might not at present be 
universally successful in recognizing ~a very wide spectrum of chemical compounds, 
proof of concept of a discriminating EAG array has been accomplished. Following 
further refinements, one can make an educated prediction that given the great 
variety of insect species, with the right combination of differentially tuned antennae 
most key compounds we want to identify and locate might be able to be recognized 
by the biosensor. 
Some previous studies (e.g., Park and Hardie, 1998) showed that there are 
sometimes variations of EAG responses occurring among individuals of the same 
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species. However these kinds of differences were mini-mized during- my study, 
believe, by carefully performing the EAG recordings. My experiments showed -very 
high rates of successful recognition of EAG responses from within and between 
different trials. My results showed that a stable EAG recording performance will help 
eliminate the variations among trials. Another major obstacle present in this Quad~ro-
probe system using excised antennae is that the average lifetime of a Quadro-probe 
preparation is about an hour. Some previous studies showed that by improving the 
experimental setup, reliable EAG responses can be produced that can last up to 8 
hours (Hardie et- al., 1994; Visser et al., 1996; Park et al., 2000 ). Further, use of 
whole restrained insects instead of excised antennae can produce EAG responses 
that do not diminish in amplitude over a course of nearly 3 days (K.C. Park, personal 
communication). Improving.. the lifetime of an individual antenna) preparation is an 
important practical issue that must be worked out in order to exert the full potential of 
the Quadro-probe biosensor in the real world. 
-This moth-antenna-based olfactory biosensor has unprecedented sensitivity to 
airborne odors because of the speed ~of reaction of the antenna) tissue to odors. 
Moth antennae are flux detectors, not concentration analyzers (Kaissling et al., 
1998), and thus they report the peak-to-trough fluctuations in the odor strand flux 
that occurs on a 3-5 Hz basis in natural odor plumes; the Quadro-probe does not 
need to time-average the plume concentration over tens or hundreds of seconds to 
register only a mean concentration the way other artificial noses do. 
Another advantage over all other existing artificial nose systems that this insect 
antenna-based biosensor provides is the unprecedented ability to discriminate 
incompletely mixed strands of odors emanating from two or more different point 
sources. My results show that because of the Quadro-probe's fast response time, 
the strands of incompletely mixed odors arriving several times per second over the 
probe can be sorted out into `odor 1' `odor 2' and `mixture'. Surprisingly, only a 
40 ` 
relatively small percentage of strands from two confluent plumes in our wind tunnel 
arrived close _enough in time that the system declared them to be `mixture' (figure. 
26). Thus, my ~ results show that two confiluent plumes that appear to be perfectly 
mixed on a time-averaged basis, are_ in fact quite incompletely mixed when 
examined at the fast sampling frequency provided by ~ the insect antenna) `flux-
detector' tissue. 
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Appendix A. Screen print out of program initial test . 
(To check glitches in the program and provide identification of false positive in the 
running results with possible explanation). 
file 0 (single source: Ac) 
File Edit Operate Tools +Nindow Help 
iii` .~r tT
®e~ 
t ~% 
Analysis output 
.20905 7-15 180-200.TXT . 
50000. 
25000. 
0. 
•25000. 
•50000. 
-75000. 
•100000. 
0.0 200.0 a 
Seleck datafile ko view 
rJ J JJ ~J J I I ri 1~ J J r J JJ J , J I J, JI JIr J J , I J I J r J JJ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Avs.B . 
8000.0-
7000.0- 
6000.0- 
5000.0- 
4000.0- 
3000.0- 
2000.0-
1000.0-
0.0-; , 
0.0 2000.0 
Minimum Peak per Event ~, 1000.00 
Analyze ~,,,, 
.. p 
' a B ® ® ■ i ■■ . it re ~ ® d ® ®® . ~ ® Y 8P J9 ® 'a ■ 
I 
- -- r- - - ~- - - 
I 
~_ 
600.0 800.0 1000.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1800.0 2000.0 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pks 
,+ 
. 'Trace 1 ~.`~. 
~~ Trace 1 pks ~~ ~ ~ 
+Trace2 
~' Trace 2 pks ~ " ~ ' 
i 
_;Trace 3 ~ '~'~,- ° 
Trace 3 pks ~pi ~ ~ 
C~dSS 1 ■ ~ ~ 
2300.x' 
1JJ J I., J JJ. ,J J J J, JiJJrJ J J Jr J .JJ J~J J J J, I JJ J , I J J J ~ J I JJ , J r J J ,J 1 JJ . ~ ~~ '~ 
9 10 11 12 13 14, ,15 16 17 18 19 , 20 
21J J J 
22 ~ ~ 23 24 25 ,~~ - ~ ~ ~^ ~_~~ 
Amplitudes for each feature [trace) > , 
Event [vocations Trace 0 • Trace 1 Trace 2 Trace 3 
oa 
a 0 n~ 
oo~°a 
o ~ 
~o 
00 8 ~ 
o ° o 
G u~n0
_~J'fl~a
~~~~ • 
4 ~. 
~ O p
o❑
4000.0 6000.0 8000.0 10000.0 12000.0 14000. 
~~ .! 
~6 
' 7
8 
~ -'*~Eudora•;[Out] ~ ~MicrosoftWor...~ 
event # .,~ 12;60 .~~ file 
file ~*p -- -'--'  event # , ~D 
° 120,89 ~'~ amplituda; .~~"D 
)176.34 (I 
evenk # ,' 293.82 
f
l X348.51 
~!l X388.29 
~4Qs~31 
X453.13 49$87_~.. 
~~ LabView2 
.515,88, 
566.84 _ ~~ 
612.69  ._~ 
627.05 
,c~~ 07 a 
Application 
event # 
1 I
tV 
2050 30 0.00 4297 94 135 79 
{4060 7$ 327 B2 , 6444 04 ; 51916 , 
.2383.79: 197.01 4280,66 444,46" ~' 
4351.58 ' ~319.B5 :; ;6356.14 `  512:58_. 
4279.93 0.00 _ `6659.29 616.86: 
3809.27 ~O,OD 6518.98 153.51 
2420.29'. 251.15. $662.12, 311.80 
2523.48. 251,15 ; X3$61.58 ; 109.51_. ' 
4319.82 410.93 .` 6646.72 ' 539.87_. 
1876.33' 367,68 3239.44 ` 645.74 
1518.91 ; 0.00 . (2209,91. 0,00 _ 
4516.27 0.00 6702.28;; 1182.15 - ' 
2031.33, 378.08 .. 3421 16 ''. 507,80. . ; 
1986.73. 378.08 3257.27 `  507.80 <. 
~i3R9( d4 i ddR f19 [iF1 R9 f77 7BFF1 '~ 
_.. _. _ ~ ~ ~6. 
ttain2.vi ~:~°~b~' ..V';~m; .r?'~~ ® 2:06 PM ; 
400.0 
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file 3 (single source: Ald) 
_{_-~~~-
File Edk Operate- Tools Window -Ij-elp n Q~ _-  ,._ ®e 
t 
1 
Analysis output 
2090514-22 241-~1.TXT 
50000. 
25000. 
0. 
-25000. 
•50000. 
•75000. 
•1 D0000. 
Minmium Peak per Event ~ 1000.00 '' 
Analyze 
r 
• ■ • ~ e q q • o® q q • ■ ■ • r ■ • • qe m • a B • • ® ■ q ® a a • ( 
r I
I 
I- 
~-'~'^`-/`.-'..' f``%~-- ~-~y - ~'~' -r.1!`~'~.,/1 fY"~.'~-~'L..~.~.- ."~Il~rl .
.~"_e' 
V  v
J.-. 
, 
n ~ 
~f ~+ 
1 .n1~ . 
U
9 eleck datafile to view 
~~~ 
0 i ' 2 3 4 5 , 6 7 B 9 10 .11 12 13 14 15 ;16 17 78 19 20- 21 22 23 24 25 
A Vs. B 
8000.0-
' 
7000.0-
; 6000.0- 
5000.0- 
4000.0-
3000.0-
', 2000.0-
' 1000.0-
0 0 
a ° 
~ fi7 p 
m ~, ° o ~o mm " o
0 
~ 00 f3 ~a ~ 
~~ a 
`~.°~ '~ O 
••~~•• 
0~0 2000.0 4000.D 6000.0 8000.0 10000.0 12000.0 14000. 
  . --
1,~Start } Q ~ ~ k~., 1~' ,'  C~Eudora-[Out] ~ ~MicrosoftVJor...~ <~LabView2 
1 • ® ® i event # 
file , ;,0 
2 v". 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
Event Locations 
event # i ,
iv 
12.60 _ 
1,20.99...-~ 
126.34 
231.51,..`:1 
293.82., 
348_51 
{388.29 _ 
~~os;31~""~J 
(453.13 ` 
~a:e-r ~ml 
515.98 ~' 
15 6.84 -~ 
612,69 
627,05' 
ic~9 ~~ -I 
fde 
~~ . 
event # i- 0 •
amplitude,~OT 
event # 
{ 
111 
', Trace 
.0 ; °__ 
Trace 0 pks • y 
Trace 1 pks • y 
,~ Trace 2 
_~ Trace 2 pks ~ + 
;Trace 3 ". 
;Trace 3 pks ~ 'r y 
Class 
0.~' 
Amplitudes For each feature (travel--••~-s 
Trace 0 Trace 1 Trace 2 Trace 3 
1205080 .. (0 00- ~; 4297.94 
~ 
[135 78~ ~m 
;4080.78; 327.82 ..; 6444.04. 51916 : 
X2303.79, 97.01 ' ,4280.66 444.46_ 
;4351,58 19.85 ' ; 56.14 512.58 ; 
;4279.93 00 00 __ 6659.29 616.86 i 
3809.27' 0.00 1,6518.9B' 153.51 
;m2420.29' X251,15 ', 03662.12. 311.80 
X2523,48 251.15 X3861.58 109.51. ;, 
;4319.82, 410,93 (6646.?2; 539,87 
j1876.33 387,88 ' 3239.44 645,74 
j1518,91_ Q.[%1 _ ~ 2209.91 O.OD . " 
X4518,27'. Q.00 . , ;6702.28 T82,15 
;2031,33 378.08. (3µ421.18.507,8D,; 
1966.73!378.08 _ ' 3257.27.' S07<80 - 
RR9R rl~i .Il3dt; fi4_ IR1 R4 R7_. ~F ri7 1 
Application train2. vi ® z:o6 Pf~ 
43 
file 6 (mixture: Ac+Ald) 
fpm-., train2.vi 
File Edit, Operate lovls Window Help 
,i~ Qg
f~,nalysis output 
20905 7.15 436-456.TXT 
50000. 
25000. 
0. 
•25000. 
-50000. 
-75000. 
-100000. 
Minimum PEak per Event 1000.00 
Analyze ! 
r 
I
■ ■ 
r 
■ ■ ■ ® ■ v s a o ra o o ■ ■ ■ ■ e ■ ■ ■ 
■ 
■ ■ ■ ra ■ ■ ■ : ~ 
• i • ~ ii ~ ~ ~ 
P 
f A ~ 
■ 
/ ~ a ~ ~ ar ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • 1 ~ ~ 
■ 
~ ~ I ~ •~ s r r - a■ ~• •r,~ i • f as f 
I - 
®6 
r 
.0 2300. 
.Select dataFife to view 
rrr rr rr rr r rr rr r , r rr r} rrr r} rr 
0 1 2 3 4, 5 
Avs. B 
8000.0-
700D.0-
6000.0- 
5000.0- d n 
'ir rl ji-f.Irrr rlr}tr.r'r,rrr r}~rr ri}rrr r}rt11}rrlr rrr.r ar crll~r 'rrrrrr r rr rlr l-t rr.4r"r rr l~r r}r ir lrrrlr}rr r r}~ ~'~~ 
7 8 9 - 10 `. 71- 12 ; 13 14 ; 15 16 17 18 19 " 20 21 , 2Z - 23 24 25 
,$mplitudes for each feature (trace) 
Trace 0 Trace 1 -Trace 2 Trace 3 
4000.0-
3D00.0- 
2000.0-
1000.0-
0.0-, , 
0.0 2000.0 
0 
°° 
o° 
o °
J 
° r,. 
° p ~ ~ "1 ° 
o , 
~" ° 
8 ~, ° ° cis 
° 
_.._ 0 
° • '1 ~, . 
i`2 X80 
'.3 ■r • 
4 0 
t5 ¢vG 
Lg ° ~ ° 
7 `~ 
8 ~, ° e 
° 
9 ° 
lOp °°
11r` -
.•~~ •. a m 
4000.0 6000.0 8000.0 10000.0 12000.0 14000. 
Stall li i 
r f Lr ~ ~~ 
Event Locations' 
event # ~0 ~ (j2 60- ~` 
file ~+~~ 12i~p g9~ 
(176,34 
X31,51. ~' 
Q Eudora - [Out] (~; j Microsoft Wor ..~  >~ LabViaw2 l Application Ip 
evenk # 
1 
alt 
train2.vi 
Trace 0 /~, 
~ Trace 0 pks y • 
Trace 1 i`.. 
;Trace 1 pks • 
1 Trace 2 
Trace 2 pks ~ ~ 
Trace 3 /~v 
Trace 3 pks E ~ ~ 
Class ■ M o 
02050.30 X0.00 ' 4297 94 1$5)9 
X4060.78 )327.82 (6444.0 519.16 ~~ 
2383.79. 197.01, ' 4280.66 ! d44.46 
4351.58- 319.85 6356:14 512.$8 
4279.93' 0.00 ;6659,29 ' 616,86 
~3809.27: I1.00 ,6518.98 153.51. 
0.2420,29_ ~251.1~ -' 3662.12 311.80_ 
2523.46' (257,15"~~' 03861.58 109.51 
(4319.82: [410.93:.., ;6646.72' -539.87 
1876.33 367.88 : 1239 44 645.74 
01518.91 X0.00 ~ X2209.91: x.00 ~ '~ 
04516.27 ; .0.00 702.28 182.15 
.. 
21031~3~J 378.08: 3421.16 50780 
X1986.73, 378,08 ! 3257.27 507 8p 
uaagg 4q Ilaaa na I1R7 A9 R7 174~i F7 II 
,~~~ ® 2:09 PM 
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file 25 (two separate sources: 1 mm apart) 
Fife Edit operate Tools ~Jindow ~[elp 
sr~~ 
Ana[vsis output 
.209051117.125 288.318.TXT :Minimum Peak per Event a ~{1000.00_'': 
50000. 
25000. 
0. 
•25000. 
-50000. 
-75000. 
100000. 
00 200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
9eleck datafile to view 
0' 1 2 3 , 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 . 12 13 14 
~ mss. B 
ii 8000.0-
7000.0- 
6000.0 
5000.0-
4000.0-
'. 3000.0-
2000.0-
:. ~y 
1000.0-
®6 
1 
An iyze 
I-
I 
r r 
■ 
s v ®® ®o ® m ®®■ ®® ■ ® o e o e ® ® ■ o ■ ® ■ ■ u ■ r r 
■ 
■ e • • ■ 
■ 
■ ■ 
■ ® r m® 
• --- _~- vt ivJ,.r ,,,tir~~Iy~ ~ --
l~r-~-,,-~~Jn.•,,,,,,,~.•`~J 
-~-^---~' 
I
^~ 
- 
,^--~ 
~' 
0.0-~ 
o~ c m 
a v 
o 
~o ~O°  n ~ 
o ~ 
0 
0o S p a o m 
~ ° o 
p o nfikF' 
. •• : • 
0.0 2000.0 4000.0 6000.0 8000.0 10000.0 12000 0 14000' 
p O  o 
0 
i8 
i'~ 9 
I' 1;10 _ 
r~ 
1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1800.0 2000.0 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 ~23 24 25 
0 ' . i Event Locations 
1 y ° o ' event # `~0 ~ (j 2.60 Fde ~0 
file `.r~    event # ~- 0 2 , ~ , 120 99 '~  ~ amplitude ~~p -' 
3 • • ` ~76.3d 
• r 231 51 
~._ 
4 ` ~ event # 
~ i 
293.82.._.1
o ! 348.51 , 
a c tiV . , 3$8.29 7 c 409.31 
`~'{{ ~; 
I 453.13 
c 94 8.87 '-
515.9$ 566.&{:,x.
612.69" , 
627.05`,_-~ 
~,:~~ . i 
5 
s 
o 
' ~11 t, ._ 
.',"Start k~ ~ ; f ~j Eudora - [Out] 
event # 1
' Trace 0 
f Trace 0 pks 
Trace 1 
'. Trace 1 pks 
;',Trace 2 
`Trace 2 pks 
~~ Trace 3 
Trace 3 pks 
CIdSS 
2300.0 
P 
Amplitudes for each feature (trace)•»••--S 
Trace 0 Trace 1 Trace 2 Trace 3 
{250.30(0 ~~ -•~; }d297 94 ]1,35 79 •~~ 
[4060.76 ' _327.82 ' (6444  04~{519 76 
[2383.79 197.01 ' 4280.66: (444.46 _° 
{+1351.58 ~ 319.85 ;, (6356.14. 1512.56 , 
E4'r 279.93 ; 0 ~ ' 6659.79' 3616 86~ 
{3809,27 ~~00 . _~ 6518.98 {153.51•'
[242Q 29 251:15 , , 2.12. 311 S0 --~ _ 
[2523.46' 
_.._ 
(251.15..., 
.-•.__ 
3861.56 
~-- ..._.w.. 
1109.51 
(4319.82: (41 Q93 , ' ~ 46.72 h539.87 -
~i876.33 387.88._. ' 3239,44,;645.74 
151661 af~ __ ~ 2zos.91 a0o .: . 
4516.27; 0.00 , ; 6702.20. }182.15. ; 
{2031,33_ 376.0$; ; 3421.16y(507.80~ 
1966.73. 378.0$ __, {3'-257.27 j507.$0 ; 
,. . . . ~ ... ~` :, ... I 1 , . . . - . ~i'~RQRd4.~[ifld~fl4_~~RRR7..~~FF7 II '. 
"~ Microsoft Wor... ~ LabView2 Application 1 train2. ri a . V `-'ii ;,~~ ® 2:15 PM 
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Appendix B: Screen print out images from all 12 training files at 150cm. 
Four files for each option. • 
File 0 25 events (100%) _., 
Analysis output 
AC150CM20~0 220S. T7CT 
50000.0 
25000.0 
0.0 
-25o~a~a. o 
-5ooao. o 
-75000.0 
-l0a~ooa. 0 
~ ~r ~r ~ Mwe re ~ m ~ re ~ ~ ~ ■ ~ s ~r w x ~ ~ w ~ ,wre 
.- _ .,...~ r.r,,... r . .._ _~...~._..~-..,,~.,,...-.~, ,-.--.- .~ ....., 
,.,.~,.,,.,.~..,. ,. .M-n......,... -~K,..,..,.....,....«...,..,,~-w~ ..................  .,.. ,,,.,p.„o,,,,d .`~k,~~rt'~e,.~1~.,^.t .,wt ~ 
~a,."^""""o-"""......""~„r`~"""""""`~.r'^"'`"",..,w-^w^.w.*,,-y,> ^~~,,...,....-..-.-~ 
t 
--,....:.4 ~, ,~..... y~,.,,,~...-~.... ~,....:~;,..r -° s j,'"""""".J 
. 
,,.~ 
0.0 200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1$00.0 20110.0 2301 
Filet 25 events (100%) 
Analysis output 
AC150CM220 240S.TXT ' 
50'000.0 - 
25000.0 
0.0 
rr rs ~ ~ ■rr rw xwr wrr 
- -M M' 
-25000.0  
-50000.0 
- 75000.0 
~,: ~.,r~,,..,.~,,,,~,.-,.,-.,~.° 
-100000.0 -
0.0 
xr ~ ~e ■ ~ wiw ~ xe~ ~r~ 
i 
200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1800.0 2000.0 2300. 
File 2 33 events (100%) 
Analysis output 
A1C150CM240 26OS. T}[T 
50~0~00.0 
25000.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 
-so0~00.0 
-75000.0 
-10~0~000.0 
M ~ ~ ~ a ~r r ■r ~ ~ ~ ■ ~ ~ ~ ~r ~ r M ~r ■ ~r r~ r~ w ~ aw ■ ~r ~ 
~~.~... 
.* tr^ ~,1*.~-~' - ',~f',:,~~",-.~~,~'"Y~tr~~,.t•~..,,r"..f'?,,~ r.,~ `e•1"`'~~l~~r''~~~'"y"'^..,~, ~Jr,^'~.,r~; -•'+•~1.~'-~~,~`"~l"~r~~ra°`*1~~,~vJ~'°
p,~`^,ls'r,~^r~`<,,...,..µ, -~. 
_ 
0.0 200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 1200.0 1400.0 16410.0 1800.0 2000.0 
i
230 
File 3 43 events (100%) 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
C1a55 
~~ 
~t~ 
~i 
~`` m 
~~ 
~' ~~''4s 
~~ 
■ 
Trace 0 ~^~, 
Trace 0 pk ♦ + 
Trace I f  ~-k• 
Trace 1 pk~, ~ # 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk '~ ,~ 
Trace 3 ~.~'~ 
Trace 3 pk~ ~ ~ 
Class ~„ ~ .. 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Class 
i"~. 
4 ♦ ~ 
f`~; 
~~i 
+t ~ 
~~ 
M 
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Analysis output . 
AC150C~1260 2805. T}[T 
50000.0 
250.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 
-50000.0 
-75000.0 
-100000.0 
xt■ wx 
~-~~~.r-~,,- 
■ x r~ 
. 
x x x■ w ■ x x ■ x x~ x s ax r ■ x■ xorx x xx xx xa xx s 
.mss.+--~~s ~-~--~.--••yrr-,-tir~-~ 
 . ........,..~,.~...~..W,,...,.......,....~.... ~ 
....rr•-~-"~.-Y-... 
i 
~ .r" . ~ ,~olr`dt~ r  f Y.. ~ '~ , r~ 5 ~ r ' ~•f'S es`"t~ /"~ S. ~' ~ 
f
..«...<r..~ ~y ~t,...-y ~ .tr`.i,t' ~`k 5. 
•'•~_tii w '.."tl
~- of ~r 'r' . "J'J`'t~. .t'1 n or f"
. < f 'Gt ...'.f ...,,..,r~ `
` ~ ~ ~,~ .,. ~. ten. t  ,y. r . o.:.. 
0.0 200.0 ' 400.0 
 - 
600.0 
~-~-----~---• ~ ~ - - -..-r 
800.0 
- - 
10~0~0.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 
.. 
1800.0 20'00.0 . 
i 
230~I 
File 4 18 events (100%) 
Analysis output 
ALD150C~60 80S.T~T 
50~0~0~0.0 
25ooa. o 
0.0 
-25aoa. o 
-50~0~0~0.0 
-750~0~0.0 
-100000.0 
Trace 0 ~^~, 
Trace 0 pk 
Traca 1 ;'\,, 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk ~ 
Trace 3 j^1~. 
Trace 3 pk ~ 
Class '" 
w ■~ x w r rt x w ~rrir ~ ~w ~r ~ ■ x 
r~ 
- - . 
i 
~~,.~v,,,r ..,,r,,.,,,,,,,.,,,~ 
~......-,.....,_...-~,...r.....~..... .~~..~....,~......z~..~..,...~......y......,._~..,- 
_ 
0.0 2000.0 200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 
~ 
1000.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1800.0 
i
2301 
File 5 7 events (100%) 
Analysis output 
ALD 15Q~CN18~0 1008. TJCT 
50000.0 
25000.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 
-50~0~00.0 
-75000.0 
-100000.0 
r~ sr ■ ~ x ~e x 
,~ 
. -..~. 
-...r - f '""..... y.--~--+~•,r-•,r 
_ .w... ~.----..-.--.....,r. yr.-........~„ _ ti
0.0 200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 10~0~0.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1$00.0 2000.0 2300. t 
File 6 47 events 1 as Mix 
Trace 0 ~~v 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
~ ♦ i 
r'~~ 
~*~► 
Trace 2 pk~ '~ ,~ 
V 
Trace 3 r^~, 
Trace 3 pk ~' ~, 
Class ~` - 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Class 
~~ 
~♦~ 
r ~V 
t~ 
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Analysis output 
ALD150~CM120 140S.TXT 
50~0~0~0.0 
2'S0~0~0.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 
-50000.0 
-75000.0 
-10'0000.0 
0.0 
~ r re ~ ~ ■ ~r r a ~~r a~ ■ ~ ~ ■ ar x ~ x ~ ~ 
■ 
~ ~ ~ w ■ « r r r~ ~ ~r ■ ~ ~r r~ r w rc ■~r w rr ~ r~ ~ 
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^'"y~'".""'""~,,V"y~ 
2oa. o 400.0 600.0 800.0 10~0~0.0 1200.0 1400.0 1600.0 1$00.0 2000.0 
t 
230~0..~ 
File 7 41 events 3 as mix 
Analysis output 
ALD150CM140 1605.TXT 
50000.0 - 
250'00.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 - 
-500~0~0.0 
-750~0~0.0 
-100000.0 -
0.0 
R 
R !R M R M N ~ ~ 7R R ■urR ~e ~ ■ ■ . ~ ■ ■ ~ ,. ■ 
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File 8 32 events 1 as AC 
Analysis output 
MI7{ 150Ch13403605. T7{T 
50000.0 
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. File 9 27 events 3 as AC ~, 3 as ALD 
Trace 0 ~/~, 
Trace 0 pk~ ♦ ~ 
Trace 1 ;'`'~., 
-Trace 1 pk~, '~ y 
Trace 2 -"°~ . 
Trace 2 pk~ ~ ~, 
Trace 3 ~,.~, 
Trace 3 pk ~ ~, 
Class ~ ■ 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk'i ♦ + 
Trace 1 ,~'` ,, 
Trace 1 pk ~ ~ 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk~ ~` ~ 
Trace 3 ,r'`~, 
Trace 3 pk '~ ~ 
Class w
Trace 0 'f~, 
Trace 0 pk ~ + 
Trace 1 f'~'~.. 
Trace 1 pk f ,~ 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk~ ~ ~, 
Trace 3 ~`-.,, 
Trace 3 pk~ • ~, 
Class ~ " r 
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Analysis output 
MIX150CN1360 38OS. TXT 
50~0~00.0 
25000.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 
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File 10 41 events 1 as AC 
Analysis output 
d1IX150CM380 BOOS. TXT 
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25000.0 
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File 11 35 events 5 as Ald 
Analysis output 
h~IX15OCM~0~0 +120S. TXT 
50~0~0~0.0 
250~0~0.0 
0.0 
-25000.0 
-50000.0 
-75000.0 
- 100000.0 
ww w w w 
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w w r~ 
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0.0 200.0 ~ X00.0 600.0 Sd~O.O lOnn_ 0 t ann n t Rnn n ~nnn n 7~n 0 t 2nn_ n t ann 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Class 
Trace 0 ~, 
Trace 0 pk • 
Trace 1 ,~%~, 
Trace 1 pk ~ ,~ 
Trace 2 ,A" >, 
Trace 2 pk ~ ,~ 
Trace 3 ,.~ ~,J
Trace 3 pk '~ ~ 
Class " w 
Trace 0 ° 
Trace 0 pk ♦ + 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk~ * + 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk ~' i 
Trace 3 ,~^•hr
Trace 3 pk ~' i
Class "~ r 
h~ 
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Appendix C: Screen print out images from all 9 training files at 50cm. 
Three files for each option. 
File 0 AC .Events 15 100% positive. 
Analysis output 
AC50~CM222 2465. TXT 
50000.0 -  
25000.0 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Traee 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Class 
~v 
i ♦ ♦ 
~-'`•ti. 
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i~~ 
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File 1 AC Events 17 100% positive. 
Analy515 output 
~C50CM280 300S.TKT 
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File 2 AC Events 20 100% positive. 
Analysis output 
AC50CM300 320S. T}[T 
50~0~00.0 
25000.0 
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-25000.0 
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Trace 0 ~^~, 
Trace 0 pk~ ♦ + 
Trace 1 ~r~ ~, 
Trace 1 pk~ • ,~ 
Trace 2 ~_ 
Trace 2 pk~ '~ ,~ 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Class 
~ ~1,J 
t 
■ 
■ 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
.Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Class 
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File 3 ALD Events 66 75.8% (50) positive. 
Analysis output 
ALDSOCh~70 905. TJtT 
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File 4 ALD Events 54 74.0% (40) positive. 
Analysis output 
ALD50~C~150 70S. TAT 
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File 5 ALD Events 41 61.0% (25) positive 
Analysis output 
ALD'S0Ch~140 1605. TXT 
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Trace 0 /~~, 
Trace 0 pk * + 
Trace 1 }`~, 
Trace 1 pk ~` + 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 ,~~"~.,, 
Trace 3 pk ~'s 
Class " 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk( 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 ,p 
Trace 2 pk ~" ,~ 
Trace 3 r''~,, 
Trace 3 pk ~ ~ 
Class 
~, 
~. 
w 
Trace 0 
Trace 0 pk 
Trace 1 
Trace 1 pk 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
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~ ♦ i 
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ifd~ 
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File 6 MIX Events 49 100% positive 
Analysis output 
~I~50C1A400 420S. TXT 
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File 7 MIX Events 46 100% positive 
Analysis output. 
~1I~50C~1420 4405. TXT 
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File 8 M IX Events 50 100% positive 
Analysis output 
h~I~50C~1440 4605. T}CT 
50000.0 
25000.0 
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Trace 0 ~^~ 
Trace 0 pk ~ + 
Trace 1 ~1,, 
Trace 1 pk ~ ~, 
Tracs 2 f`~~.~ 
Trace 2 pk ~ ~ 
Trace 3 s^ti, 
Trace 3 pk ~ ~, 
Cla$s ~ w w 
Trace 0 /`~, 
Trace 0 pk+ ~ + 
Trace 1 ,r '^~< 
Trace 1 pk '~ j 
Trace 2 
Trace 2 pk '~ 1 
Trace 3 
Trace 3 pk 
Classu
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